Four Measures Get Final Okay

Formal and unanimous approval of four proposed constitutional amendments by Executive Board Tuesday assured supporters any amendments will be voted on for April and smoothed the way for next fall election. The four amendments, if approved, would have the same effect as Senate resolutions.Nothing could be added to the amendments once they are printed in the next issue of The Idahoan, said returning Manager, Robert Dale, at the April Senate meeting.

Gordon Reimert

Debaters Hold Annual Speech Meet At Boise

Students from the University of Idaho, Boise State Junior College, and the College of Idaho have registered to compete in the Idaho Speech and Debate Competition which will be held in the Idaho Highway Commission Building on Saturday, March 26.

The competition includes classes in extemporaneous, self-dramatization, and the presentation of analyses and conclusions. The winners will be announced at the end of the competition.

Cannon Bandit Still At Large

Fresh snow and strong winds could result in some cancellations today. The band will be playing at a series of schools and churches throughout the state this weekend.

ADDITIONAL FT

The Festival Of Contemporary Art--Scheduled For March 14-18

The festival will be the first of its kind in the state and will feature some of the best contemporary artists from across the nation. The festival will be held at the University of Idaho and will feature a variety of events, including art exhibitions, workshops, and lectures.

APPLICATIONS NEEDED

Applications for participation in the festival will be accepted until March 11. The festival will be open to all students enrolled at the University of Idaho.

If you are interested in participating, please contact the festival organizers at 208-342-4111.

Road Conditions Are Bad For Long 3-Day Weekend

Highway conditions in Idaho are expected to be poor during the upcoming 3-day weekend. Drivers are advised to drive slowly and to be prepared for sudden changes in weather.

East Of Eden Finally Here; Harvey Too

The Idaho Symphony Orchestra will be performing in the Idaho Performing Arts Center this weekend. The concert will feature works by East of Eden and Harvey. The concert will be held on Saturday, March 26, at 7:30 pm.
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ECONOMIC REGIONS

Increased Competition Is Key To Progress, Unify--Shakopee

Bob De написал

The Idaho To Give Outright Grant For Athletic Aid

Idaho took another great step away from the pounding Pacific Coast Conference Wednesday, the Wyoming athletic director announced next fall's participation of the new Western Washington University in the conference.

The move, which will also include Oregon and Arizona, was announced by the athletic director of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, Dr. Guyton. The move was made in response to the concerns of the Pacific Coast Conference and the NCAA.

Most of the funds of the athletic departments will be used to help cover the costs of athletic programs.

The new conferences will be known as the Western Washington University Pacific Coast Conference, the Portland Rose City Conference, and the Northern Pacific Conference.
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Khrushchev Says Russia Will Equal U.S. Productivity By '65

WASHINGTON -- When Premier Nikita Khrushchev of the Soviet Union was presented with a handkerchief by the 138 Soviet students who paid a visit to the U.S. from his country yesterday, he was presented with a handkerchief. But no one could have been more unprepared for the birthday gift than the American students who saw the handkerchief for the first time when they were presented with it.

Dean of the American University, Dr. J. A. P. Hunsaker, presented Khrushchev with a handkerchief as a symbol of his appreciation to the Soviet students. The students, who came to the U.S. to study at American universities, were presented with handkerchiefs as a symbol of their appreciation to the American students.

The gift was presented after a formal dinner given by the University of Virginia to the Soviet students. The dinner was attended by President Kennedy, who presented a handkerchief to Khrushchev as a symbol of his appreciation for the students.

The gift was presented at a time when the Soviet Union and the U.S. are trying to improve relations between the two countries. The handkerchief was presented as a symbol of the hope for a better future between the two nations.
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**Dads Are A Sorry Lot**

The article's title, "Dads Are A Sorry Lot," and the accompanying text seem to be a humorous editorial or essay. The text is not legible due to poor image quality, making it difficult to extract more information. It appears to discuss the perspective of a daughter on her father.

---

**Baseball Gets Underway For Idaho Batmen**

Baseball coach Wayne Anderson called for initial workouts of the Idaho baseball team on Thursday. Anderson himself is a former Idaho player and is serving his first year as head coach. The team is expected to begin full workouts on March 2nd.

---

**Schafer Says Senior Week Could Directly Aid University**

Schafer, in a recent interview, has indicated that senior week could provide substantial financial aid to the university. He emphasized the importance of attracting and retaining superior students.

---

**New Bulletin: Now Available**

A new bulletin is now available at the University of Idaho. It is designed to provide students with up-to-date information on campus events and resources.

---

**Style Glen**

Glen-style clothing is becoming increasingly popular. This style is characterized by relaxed fit and casual, comfortable fabrics.

---

**PGMB: Spring Weather**

The weather forecast predicts warmer and sunnier conditions for spring, with temperatures rising and the risk of precipitation decreasing.

---

**Thursday, Feb. 26**

**The Garrett Corporation**

The Garrett Corporation is hosting a banquet to celebrate the achievements of their engineering students. It will feature guest speakers and an awards ceremony.

---

**Green's Cleaners**

Green's Cleaners offers professional cleaning services to customers. They specialize in dry cleaning and laundry services.

---

**Tuesdays**

Tuesdays are dedicated to special events and workshops, offering students opportunities to engage in various activities and interact with professionals.
League Leaders Face Vandals

Hodges Says Visiting Duo Rank With Nation's Best

"I think we’re meeting two of the top teams in the nation Friday and Saturday night," hoop Coach Horan Hodges said.

"I’m not claiming they’re No. 1 or No. 2 in the country, but they’re certainly right up there."

Idaho Stiltenes Racing Today At Regionals

Thu. by Jack Anderson Idaho State, which boasts a 15-1 record, will try to continue its roll toward the Pac-10 title tonight.

"We’re not going to walk into this one thinking we’re going to win," Coach Anderson said.

"I think we're in a good position."

Staley Sets Practice Date

The Idaho State basketball team will have its first practice session Monday, Coach Anderson said.

The team will meet at 1 p.m. Monday in the Idaho State gym.

Coach Anderson said he had been discussing the possibility of a practice earlier in the week but had decided to wait.

The team will work out three times a week until the NIT begins.

Kentworthy Takes Charge At Idaho's "3"

"I think we’re meeting two of the top teams in the nation Friday and Saturday night," Coach Hodges said.

"I’m not claiming they’re No. 1 or No. 2 in the country, but they’re certainly right up there."

Huskies Writer Sees Bears
As Only Pac Title Frontrunner

"We’re not going to walk into this one thinking we’re going to win," Coach Anderson said.

"I think we're in a good position."

Swim Squad Hosts Huskies

Anders was not out in the 855 yard race.

"I’m sure every runner had a good time," Coach Anderson said.

"The meet was a success."